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KARNATAKA RAJYOTSAVA CELEBRATION



Spreading
the fragrance

of Kannada
language



As a part of internship
program, the students of

Grade IX visited Cyte Care
Hospital with the objective

of creating 
Awareness of cancer care &

treatment. 

Life skills achieved from the
hospital visit are :  

Organization skills in
maintaining everyday tasks,

Collaboration, Self-
awareness, Problem-solving,

and Critical thinking.



Prospective Resource
Person Training, Belagavi

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

DR JOSEPH EMMANUEL,
DIRECTOR, CBSE

“Knowledge can be got in one way, the
way of experience; there is no other

way to know.”
Swami Vivekananda

 
The two day workshop at Belagavi

organized by Centre Of Excellence,CBSE
on Experiential Learning for all

Principals to be a part of Prospective
Resource Person brought  the good

time to collaborate and co-create
ideas. Although teachers can provide

solutions to any problem, it is up to
students as inquirers to identify and go

deep on the problem to seek multiple
solutions.  Keeping students in the
center of classroom teaching and
learning, a conscious strategy is
adopted for them to collect data,
analyze, and make predictions.

Teachers and students then start to
reflect on the process, modify plans

and draw conclusions of the study and
integrate them with the existing ideas.

The end result of such a process
emerges on to a new pattern of

learning.

DR BISWAJIT SAHA, DIRECTOR
TRAINING AND SKILL EDUCATION



CBSE PRINCIPAL AND
PHYSICS FACULTY

                       Mrs. Shanthi
Seetharaman, Principal and

Mrs. Rajeswari, Physics
faculty attended the CBSE

National conference, hosted
by The Central Gujarat
Sahodaya Complex, at

Vadodara - Gujarat on 18 th
and 19th of November 22.

                        
 The theme of the conference

was - Education 4.0 -
Reinventing Education for

2030 and beyond. The focus
was competency-based

education and assessment.

CBSE NATIONAL CONFERENCE



Recieving the award
for excellence in

imparting Futuristic
& Life skill

development based
curriculum.

EXCELLENCE AWARD



Learning experiences outside the classroom are rooted in
the simple principle that “experience is the best teacher.
The result is a student-centric learning experience that

enhances learning and fosters personal and social
development.

               Students of grade VIII compared the nature and type
of the surface preferred depending on the game, and its

relation with friction. 

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN PHYSICS



CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Inducting new,
teachers on curricular
expectation and being

reflective to fill the gaps
in teaching learning
process. Continuous

professional
development to enrich
& empower is always

been a priority as
learning is a lifelong

process.



WORKSHOP
ON HAPPY

CLASSROOMS

Having positive
relationships with

peers and adults
within the school can

do much when
creating a happy

classroom. 



     “Every child is a
different kind of

flower that
altogether makes

this world a
beautiful garden.”

CHILDREN'S DAY



Noble initiative was inspired and
motivated by our  Principal, Smt Shanthi
Seetharaman and  taken up to connect to

those seeking books 

The good value of
giving and donating
will be inculcated in

our students forever.



BANGALORE KE SITAARE

The program featured unique competitions for
participation centered around the school's very own

Dasha Prabodha concepts like Dance, Monoacting,
Elocution, Bhagavad Gita Shloka competition, Vocal
music, Rangoli, Mad Ads, Theatre time with Family,

Best Out of Waste, and Culinary Arts.



Music acts like a
magic key, to

which the most
tightly closed
heart opens.

MUSIC
MELA



At VVP , Pragynodeepanam, an  inter school competition was organized to
spread awareness to our mother language (Sanskrit) values and

importance.  Students of different schools from grade 5 to 10 have actively
participated under the specified categories like Bhashanam -

Ashubashanam - Geethagayanam - Mookabinayam - Mono acting -Quiz -
Shalaka -Shloka kantapataha etc.



VIGILENCE  AWARENESS WEEK CONTEST

Shri Dhananjaya N ,
Assistant Accounts

Office, CCA ,   and Smt.
Pankaja

Pattabhiraman, 
 Assistant Accounts

Office, CCA, Karnataka -
handed over the Best

Entry prize to Kumari
Laukya Reddy , Grade VI



STUDENT CORNER



STUDENT CORNER


